
Licensing & Control Committee B

22 March 2021

Ward: Heene

Licensing Act 2003

Application for the Review of the Premises Licence under Section 51

Worthing News
25 Rowlands Road, Worthing, BN11 3JJ

Report by the Director for Communities

1. Recommendation

1.1 That the full Licensing & Control Committee “B” considers and determines the
application from:

West Sussex County Council’s Trading Standards Service

for a Review of the premises licence at the above store under section 51 of the
Licensing Act 2003.

2. Reasons for the Hearing

2.1 An application for a Review of premises licence No: LN/201800092 held by

Mr. Bahman Abdul Khaliq Juma

has been received from Philip Lipscombe, Operations Manager, on behalf of WSCC
Trading Standards. Trading Standards being a Responsible Authority as defined
under the Act.

2.2 Worthing Borough Council is the Licensing Authority that granted the above licence
and it therefore falls to members to determine this application.



3. Background

3.1 Premises Licence no. LN/201800092 authorises the sale of alcohol for consumption
off the premises at the store. It has been held by Mr. Bahman Juma since 8 June
2020.

3.2 Worthing News is situated in a parade of shops in a mixed commercial & residential
area. The parade consists of various small retail units including public houses,
restaurants, takeaways, a bingo hall, a small supermarket, convenience stores and
various other independent outlets situated on both sides of Rowlands Road.

3.3 The area is densely populated with residential dwellings including flats above most of
the shops.

3.4 Worthing News occupies a ground floor mid terrace unit and has been used as a
newsagents/convenience store both licensed and unlicensed for many years.

3.5 This Review application, made by WSCC Trading Standards, was received on 28
January 2020.

3.6 A previous premises licence in force at the store was revoked in December 2017 by
this Committee following a Review application. On that occasion it was applied for by
WSCC Trading Standards following the discovery of illicit tobacco at the store and a
failed test purchase operation at which e-liquid was sold to an underage volunteer.

3.7 Since then the business has changed hands and a new premises licence application
was granted in March 2018 authorising the sale of alcohol for consumption off the
premises.

3.8 The current DPS of the venue is Mr Hamin Latif Rashed. He has been in post since
August 2020. He holds a Personal Licence issued by Hull City Council. Trading
Standards, Sussex Police and the A&W Licensing Team have all tried to contact Mr
Rashid without success.

3.9 A plan of the area is attached. (Appendix A)

3.10 A plan of the premises is attached. (Appendix B)

3.11 The application is for a review of the licence due to representations made that the
licence holder is undermining the licensing objectives. The application is attached.
(Appendix C)

3.12   The current Premises Licence allows:

○ Sale of alcohol between:
■ 07.00hrs and 23:00hrs Monday - Sunday

○ Hours the premise can open to the public:
■ 07.00hrs and 23:00hrs Monday - Sunday

(Appendix D)



4. The Application

4.1 The Application for Review is attached at Appendix C.

4.2 The application is made on behalf of WSCC Trading Standards, a responsible
authority as defined in Section 13 of the Act.

4.3 The applicant has included detailed information in the application supporting their case
that the licence holder is undermining the Licensing Objectives:

● Prevention of crime & disorder
● Public Safety
● Protection of Children from Harm

Trading Standards are requesting that members consider revocation of the licence.

5. Promotion of the Licensing Objectives

5.1 The Licensing Act 2003 and regulations require that the Council, as local licensing
authority, carries out its functions with a view to promoting the four licensing
objectives:

● the prevention of crime and disorder;
● public safety;
● the prevention of public nuisance;
● the protection of children from harm.

According to the Home Office Guidance each objective is of equal importance. It is
important to note that there are no other licensing objectives, so that these four
objectives are paramount considerations at all times.

5.2 In carrying out its licensing functions, the licensing authority must also have regard to
Guidance issued by the Home Secretary and its own Statement of Licensing Policy.
Members are advised that the following sections of the Worthing Borough Council’s
Policy may be particularly relevant to consideration of this matter, though of course
the Policy in its entirety must be considered. Sections indicated relate to paragraph
numbers in the Policy itself:

Prevention of crime and disorder

4.8 The Licensing Authority places huge importance on the prevention of crime
and disorder. A high standard of control is, therefore, expected to be
exercised over licensed premises.

4.10 In accordance with Section 17 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 the Council
is under a duty to exercise its functions with due regard to the likely effect on,
and the need to do all it reasonably can to prevent, crime and disorder in its
areas. The possible crime and disorder implications are clearly relevant
factors in the consideration of all applications and this is re-emphasised by the



Licensing Act 2003 itself, the Guidance issued under section 182 to the Act
and this policy.  The Council will give "due regard" to all possible implications
and its Licensing & Control Committee will always consider all the information
available and relevant representations made, including those from interested
parties and the responsible authorities, particularly the Police.

4.11 In their role as a responsible authority, Sussex Police are an essential source
of advice and information on the impact and potential impact of licensable
activities in the borough, particularly on the crime and disorder objective. The
police have a key role in managing the night-time economy and usually have
good working relationships with those operating in the local area. The council
recognises that Sussex Police are the licensing authority’s main source of
advice on matters relating to the promotion of the crime and disorder, but may
also be able to make relevant representations with regards to the other
licensing objectives if they have evidence to support such representations.
The Council will accept all reasonable and proportionate representations
made by the police unless the authority has evidence that to do so would not
be appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives. However, it
remains incumbent on the police to ensure that their representations can
withstand the scrutiny to which they would be subject at a hearing.

4.12     Licensed premises, especially those offering late night/early morning
entertainment, alcohol and refreshment for large numbers of people, can be a
source of crime and disorder problems. The Council will expect Operating
Schedules to satisfactorily address these issues from the design of the
premises through to the daily operation of the business, including, where
appropriate, the arrangements proposed in respect of prevention of both
alcohol and drug misuse.

4.15     In addition to the requirements for the Council to promote the licensing
objectives, it also has a duty, as detailed in para. 4.10, under Section 17 of
the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 to do all it reasonably can to prevent crime
and disorder in the Borough. The Council will consider attaching Conditions to
licences and permissions to deter and prevent crime and disorder within the
vicinity if relevant representations are received. Whether or not incidents can
be regarded as being in the vicinity of licensed premises is a question of fact
and will depend on the particular circumstances of the case.”

Public Safety

4.18    The 2003 Act covers a wide range of premises that require licensing,
including, cinemas, concert halls, theatres, nightclubs, public houses, hotels,
cafes/restaurants, shops and fast food outlets/takeaways.

4.19    Each of these types of premises present a mixture of risks, with many
common to most premises and others unique to specific operations.  It is
essential that premises are constructed or adapted and operated so as to
acknowledge and safeguard occupants against these risks.



4.23 The Council will consider attaching conditions to licences and permissions to
promote public safety. In attaching conditions the Council will seek to avoid
duplication with the requirements of other regulatory regimes, for example
legislation covering health and safety at work and fire safety.

Enforcement

12.1 Once licensed, it is essential that premises are maintained and operated so as to
ensure the continued promotion of the licensing objectives and compliance with
the specific requirements of the 2003 Act and the Council will make arrangements
to monitor premises.

Reviews

12.5     The 2003 Act provides a clear focus on the promotion of the four statutory
licensing objectives which must be addressed when licensing functions are
undertaken. The Act provides tough powers, in the form of the review
procedure, to enable licensing authorities to bring the minority of badly
managed premises, which are failing to promote the licensing objectives, into
line with the best.

12.10 When considering an application for a Review the priority of the Licensing
Authority will be to establish the cause or causes of the concerns and failures
and to take necessary and proportionate remedial action.

12.11 However, when considering applications for Review arising in connection with
crime (this includes underage alcohol sales) deterrence is an appropriate
objective. Whilst punishment may not strictly be a valid tool on an application
for Review in cases where there has been activity in connection with crime,
deterrence can be. The Licensing Authority will not confine its decision simply
to considerations of remedying. To simply re-emphasis conditions which
clearly have not been adhered to in the past will not in most cases prevent
further breaches of the law in the future and consequently would not promote
the Licensing Objectives.

6. Consultation

6.1 The application has been subject to statutory consultation and statutory public
advertising arrangements in accordance with the provisions of the Act.

7. Relevant Representations

7.1 The application received 3 representations.

● 2 from Responsible Authorities
○ Sussex Police
○ WSCC Public Health Dept.

● 1 from an interested party
○ JTI UK (Japan Tobacco International)



7.2 Sussex Police have in their representation included details of their enforcement
efforts regarding this premises. highlighted the issues and failings they have
witnessed and their attempts to help the premises comply with the terms of the
licence. The Police contend that the premises licence should be revoked. (Appendix
E1)

7.3 WSCC Public Health Department highlights it’s concerns regarding the premises
failure to promote the licensing objectives:

● The Prevention of Crime and Disorder
● Public Safety

And fully supports the recommendation made by Trading Standards that the licensing
committee seriously consider the revocation of the premises licence as necessary,
proportionate, and reasonable in the circumstances. (Appendix E2)

7.4 JTI UK in their representation highlights the loss to the public revenues caused by
illegal tobacco sales, the damage caused to legitimate business and the links illegal
tobacco sales have to other forms of criminality and organised crime. JTI urges, in
light of the fiscal scale of the illegal activities at this store, revocation of the licence
and requests that the Licensing Authority refuses to issue any new licence at the
premises until a true change of ownership can be demonstrated. (Appendix E3)

7.5 Both the applicant and licence holder have been invited to provide any information
supporting their cases and the applicant, licence holder and those that have made
relevant representation have been invited to attend the Committee meeting. All
parties have the right to address members.

8. Mediation

8.1       As part of the review process the Licensing Act encourages, where possible,
mediation.

8.2       Officers are unaware if any mediation has been conducted. Any developments will be
reported as soon as received or at the hearing.

9. Consideration

9.1 The legislation provides a clear focus on the promotion of four statutory objectives
which must be addressed when licensing functions are undertaken. These being the
prevention of crime and disorder, public safety, the prevention of public nuisance and
the protection of children from harm. Each objective is of equal importance and it is
important to note that there are no other licensing objectives, so that these four
objectives are paramount considerations at all times.

9.2 But members should note that the legislation also supports a number of other key
aims and purposes. These are vitally important and should be principal aims for
everyone involved in licensing work. They include:



● Necessary protection of local residents, whose lives can be blighted by
disturbance and anti-social behaviour associated with the behaviour of some
people visiting licensed premises of entertainment;

● Introduction of better and more proportionate regulation to give business
greater freedom and flexibility to meet customers’ expectations;

● Greater choice for consumers, including tourists, about where, when and how
they spend their leisure time;

● Encouragement of more family friendly premises where younger children can
be free to go with the family;

● Further development within communities of our rich culture of live music,
dancing and theatre, both in rural areas and in our towns and cities;

● Regeneration of areas that need the increased investment and employment
opportunities that a thriving and safe night-time economy can bring.

9.3 When determining this application members need to carefully consider the following:

● The four statutory licensing objectives
● Worthing Borough Council’s ‘Statement of Licensing Policy’
● The ‘Guidance issued under Section 182’ by the Home Secretary
● The application & relevant representations
● The testimony and any relevant information supplied by the licence holders.

9.4 These are the only matters to be addressed by the authority when considering this
review application. The statutory licensing objectives are the only grounds on which
representations can be made, and the only grounds on which an authority will be able
to refuse an application, suspend or revoke a licence or impose conditions.

9.5 When considering an application for a review, pursuant to s51 of the Act, the
following options are available to the Committee to ensure promotion of the Licensing
Objectives:

● To take no action.
● Modify the conditions of the premises licence (which includes adding new

conditions or any alteration or omission of an existing condition).
● Exclude a licensable activity from the scope of the licence.
● Remove the designated premises supervisor because they consider the

problems are the result of poor management.
● Suspend the licence for a period not exceeding three months.
● Revoke the licence.

The committee could also issue an informal warning to the licence holder and/or
recommend improvement within a particular period of time.

9.6 In determining an application for a review the following sections of the Home Secretary’s
Guidance issued under section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003 (Amended – April
2018) should be taken into account:

11.17 The licensing authority may decide that the review does not require it to take
any further steps appropriate to promoting the licensing objectives. In addition,



there is nothing to prevent a licensing authority issuing an informal warning to
the licence holder and/or to recommend improvement within a particular
period of time. It is expected that licensing authorities will regard such informal
warnings as an important mechanism for ensuring that the licensing objectives
are effectively promoted and that warnings should be issued in writing to the
licence holder.

11.20 In deciding which of these powers to invoke (see section 9.5 of this report), it is
expected that licensing authorities should so far as possible seek to establish
the cause or causes of the concerns which the representations identify. The
remedial action taken should generally be directed at these causes and
should always be no more than a necessary and proportionate response.

11.21 For example, licensing authorities should be alive to the possibility that the
removal and replacement of the designated premises supervisor may be
sufficient to remedy a problem where the cause of the identified problem
directly relates to poor management decisions made by that individual.

11.22 Equally, it may emerge that poor management is a direct reflection of poor
company practice or policy and the mere removal of the designated premises
supervisor may be an inadequate response to the problems presented.
Indeed, where subsequent review hearings are generated by representations,
it should be rare merely to remove a succession of designated premises
supervisors as this would be a clear indication of deeper problems which
impact upon the licensing objectives.

11.23 Licensing authorities should also note that modifications of conditions and
exclusions of licensable activities may be imposed either permanently or for a
temporary period of up to three months. Temporary changes or suspension of
the licence for up to three months could impact on the business holding the
licence financially and would only be expected to be pursued as an
appropriate means of promoting the licensing objectives or preventing illegal
working. So, for instance, a licence could be suspended for a weekend as a
means of deterring the holder from allowing the problems that gave rise to the
review to happen again. However, it will always be important that any
detrimental financial impact that may result from a licensing authority’s
decision is appropriate and proportionate to the promotion of the licensing
objectives and for the prevention of illegal working in licensed premises. But
where premises are found to be trading irresponsibly, the licensing authority
should not hesitate, where appropriate to do so, to take tough action to tackle
the problems at the premises and, where other measures are deemed
insufficient, to revoke the licence.

Reviews arising in connection with crime

11.24  A number of reviews may arise in connection with crime that is not directly
connected with licensable activities. For example, reviews may arise because
of drugs problems at the premises, money laundering by criminal gangs, the
sale of contraband or stolen goods, the sale of firearms, or the sexual



exploitation of children. Licensing authorities do not have the power to judge
the criminality or otherwise of any issue. This is a matter for the courts. The
licensing authority’s role when determining such a review is not therefore to
establish the guilt or innocence of any individual but to ensure the promotion
of the crime prevention objective.

11.25  Reviews are part of the regulatory process introduced by the 2003 Act and
they are not part of criminal law and procedure. There is, therefore, no reason
why representations giving rise to a review of a premises licence need be
delayed pending the outcome of any criminal proceedings. Some reviews will
arise after the conviction in the criminal courts of certain individuals, but not
all. In any case, it is for the licensing authority to determine whether the
problems associated with the alleged crimes are taking place on the premises
and affecting the promotion of the licensing objectives. Where a review follows
a conviction, it would also not be for the licensing authority to attempt to go
beyond any finding by the courts, which should be treated as a matter of
undisputed evidence before them.

11.26  Where the licensing authority is conducting a review on the grounds that the
premises have been used for criminal purposes, its role is solely to determine
what steps should be taken in connection with the premises licence, for the
promotion of the crime prevention objective. It is important to recognise that
certain criminal activity or associated problems may be taking place or have
taken place despite the best efforts of the licence holder and the staff working
at the premises and despite full compliance with the conditions attached to the
licence. In such circumstances, the licensing authority is still empowered to
take any appropriate steps to remedy the problems. The licensing authority’s
duty is to take steps with a view to the promotion of the licensing objectives
and the prevention of illegal working in the interests of the wider community
and not those of the individual licence holder.

11.27  There is certain criminal activity that may arise in connection with licensed
premises which should be treated particularly seriously. These are the use of
the licensed premises:

● for the sale and distribution of drugs controlled under the Misuse of
Drugs Act 1971 and the laundering of the proceeds of drugs crime;

● for the sale and distribution of illegal firearms;
● for the evasion of copyright in respect of pirated or unlicensed films

and music, which does considerable damage to the industries
affected;

● for the illegal purchase and consumption of alcohol by minors which
impacts on the health, educational attainment, employment prospects
and propensity for crime of young people;

● for prostitution or the sale of unlawful pornography;
● by organised groups of paedophiles to groom children;
● as the base for the organisation of criminal activity, particularly by

gangs;



● for the organisation of racist activity or the promotion of racist attacks;
● for employing a person who is disqualified from that work by reason of

their immigration status in the UK;
● for unlawful gambling; and
● for the sale or storage of smuggled tobacco and alcohol.

11.28   It is envisaged that licensing authorities, the police, the Home Office
(Immigration Enforcement) and other law enforcement agencies, which are
responsible authorities, will use the review procedures effectively to deter
such activities and crime. Where reviews arise and the licensing authority
determines that the crime prevention objective is being undermined through
the premises being used to further crimes, it is expected that revocation of the
licence – even in the first instance – should be seriously considered.

9.9      In all cases members are required to give reasons for their decision.

10.      Legal Implications

10.1    Under Section 181 and Schedule 5 of the Act, rights of appeal to the
Magistrates’ Court in respect of applications for review of an existing licence
include:

● The applicant or licence holder may appeal against any decision to modify the
conditions of the licence, suspend or revoke a licence.

● The applicant may appeal against a rejection in whole or part of an
application to review.

● Those that have made relevant representations may appeal against a review
being granted, rejected, or against the modification or lack of modification of
any conditions.

10.2 The Act allows for the local licensing authority to undertake a review following the
grant of a premises licence, when requested to do so by a responsible authority, such
as the police or the fire authority, or any other party, such as a resident living in the
vicinity of the premises.  The government’s guidance states:

“The proceedings set out in the 2003 Act for reviewing premises licences
represent a key protection for the community where problems associated with
licensing objectives are occurring after the grant or variation of a premises
licence.

At any stage, following the grant of a premises licence, a responsible
authority, or any other person, may ask the licensing authority to review the
licence because of a matter arising at the premises in connection with any of
the four licensing objectives.

10.3 In determining this application, the principles of the Human Rights Act 1998 must be
taken into consideration and the convention rights of both individuals and businesses
will be given due weight.



10.4 Members must consider each application on its own merits, and in accordance with
the principles of natural justice as well as the provisions of the Licensing Act 2003. All
relevant factors must be taken into account, and all irrelevant factors must be
disregarded.

10.5 All applications before the Committee must be considered against the backdrop of
anti-discriminatory legislation, such as the Equality Act 2010 and also in accordance
with the Council's stated policy on Equal Opportunities.

10.6 In accordance with Section 17 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 the Council is
under a duty to exercise its functions with due regard to the likely effect on, and the
need to do all it reasonably can to prevent, crime and disorder in its areas. The
possible crime and disorder implications are clearly relevant factors in the
consideration of all applications and this is re- emphasised by the Licensing Act 2003
itself.  In giving "due regard" to these possible implications members will consider
and weigh up all the information available and representations made, including those
from the public and the responsible authorities particularly the Police.

11. Other implications

11.1 Any decision taken will have regard for the local environment and, in particular, any
conditions attached for the purposes of preventing public nuisance will take this
principle into account. There are no significant direct race relations or equal
opportunity implications that have been identified.

12. Recommendation

12.1 Members are requested to determine the application by WSCC Trading
Standards for a Review of the Premises Licence, held by Mr Bahman Abdul
Khaliq Juma at the Worthing News situated in Rowlands Road. Members are
requested to give reasons for their determination.

Dr Catherine Howe

Director for Communities

Principal Author and Contact Officer:

Simon Jones

Public Health & Regulation – Team Leader Licensing

Telephone 01273 263191.

Background Papers:



○ Licensing Act 2003

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2003/17/contents

○ Revised Guidance issued under section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003 (April 2018)

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/7055
88/Revised_guidance_issued_under_section_182_of_the_Licensing_Act_2003__April_2018_.pdf

○ Worthing Borough Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy

http://www.adur-worthing.gov.uk/media/media,98561,en.pdf

Appendices:

● Appendix A - A plan of the area.
● Appendix B - A plan of the premises.
● Appendix C – Trading Standard’s Review Application
● Appendix D – Worthing News’ Premises Licence.
● Appendices E1-3 – Representations

Adur & Worthing Public Health & Regulation Licensing Unit

Portland House, Worthing

Ref: SJ/Lic.U/LA03/Review – Worthing News

Date: 2 March 2021.

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2003/17/contents
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/705588/Revised_guidance_issued_under_section_182_of_the_Licensing_Act_2003__April_2018_.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/705588/Revised_guidance_issued_under_section_182_of_the_Licensing_Act_2003__April_2018_.pdf
http://www.adur-worthing.gov.uk/media/media,98561,en.pdf
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Holly Yandall 
Public Health Lead for Alcohol and Drugs 

Public Health Department 

0330 222 8683 
PublicHealth.Licensing@westsussex.gov.uk 
 

www.westsussex.gov.uk 

 
First Floor, The Grange 

Tower Street 
Chichester 

West Sussex 

PO19 1RQ 

 

 

 

22nd February 2021 

Dear Mr Jones, 

Re: Worthing News, 25 Rowlands Road, Worthing, West Sussex, BN11 3JJ 
 
West Sussex County Council (WSCC) Public Health Department wishes to 

support the application by WSCC Trading Standards to review the licence of 
Worthing News, 25 Rowlands Road, Worthing, BN11 3JJ. 

 
WSCC Public Health Department concurs that the possession and sale of 
counterfeit tobacco on the premises, as well as the possession and sale of 

tobacco products not legal for sale in the UK, indicate that the following 
Licensing Objectives are not being promoted:  

 
(1) The Prevention of Crime and Disorder 
(2) Public Safety 

 
We are very disappointed that these premises continue to disregard the law and 

the licensing objectives, despite numerous interventions by Responsible 
Authorities, including a Review in 2017, which resulted in the decision by the 
licensing committee to revoke the premises licence.  

 
The WSCC Public Health Department fully supports the request from Trading 

Standards for the licensing committee to seriously consider revocation of the 
premises licence and feels that this is a necessary and proportionate course of 
action. 

 
Supporting Evidence 

 
Illicit tobacco refers to both counterfeit tobacco products and also to tobacco 

products intended for foreign markets and not legal for sale in the UK.  
The possession of illicit tobacco products found on the premises contravenes:  

• Regulation 20 of the General Product Safety Regulations 2005 

• 92 (1) (b) and (c) of the Trade Marks Act 1994 
• Regulation 15 of the Standardised packaging of Tobacco Products 

Regulations 2015 
• Regulation 48 of the Tobacco and Related Products Regulations 2016.  

As well as undermining The Prevention of Crime and Disorder, the sale of illicit 

tobacco undermines Public Safety as these products are often unregulated.  

Mr S Jones  
Senior Licensing Officer 
Licensing Unit 

Adur & Worthing Councils 
Portland House 

Richmond Road 
Worthing  
BN11 1LF 



 
The illicit tobacco market may account for 10% of cigarettes consumed in the 

UK1. The sale of illicit tobacco is a concern because: 
• Illicit tobacco trade reduces the public health impact on tobacco tax rises 

and increases demand for tobacco products.  
• Illicit tobacco products hook our young people into tobacco 

experimentation and use because they are more affordable. Such illicit 

products also mislead young tobacco users by not displaying health 
warnings and sometimes involving children in illegal selling activities. 

• Illicit trade takes tax revenue away from the Government, which could 
have otherwise been spent on the provision of public services, instead 
directing such funds into the hands of criminals.  

• Illicit trade strengthens corruption and weakens good governance. 
• Tobacco companies have been known to use loopholes in tobacco control 

government systems and indulge in the illicit trade of tobacco products. 
 

Worthing News has been identified as selling tobacco intended for the Polish 

market, but which cannot legally be sold in the UK and does not feature the 
health messages and images required by law. The Standardised Packaging of 
Tobacco Products Regulations 2015 are designed to reduce the appeal of tobacco 

products (particularly to young people), to prevent misleading claims about the 
benefits of tobacco products and to make the required health warnings more 

noticeable. The overall aim is to reduce rates of smoking. Any tobacco sold 
without these warnings will mislead consumers and create a false impression 
about its health effects or overall risk. Research has begun to show that 

standardised packaging does increase warning salience and thoughts about risks 
and quitting2.  

 
In summary, WSCC Public Health Department fully supports the 
recommendation made by Trading Standards that the licensing committee 

seriously consider revocation of the premises licence. We believe this to be 
necessary, proportionate, and reasonable in the circumstances.  

 

Holly Yandall             Rebecca Howells 

Public Health Lead for Alcohol and Drugs        Public Health Lead for Healthy Lifestyles 
             (Tobacco Control)  
 

 

On behalf of the Director of Public Health  

 
1 Action on Smoking and Health, (2017), http://ash.org.uk/files/documents/ASH_122.pdf, [last accessed 
05/02/2021] 
2 Crawford Moodie, Leonie S. Brose, Hyun S Lee, Emily Power & Linda Bauld (2020) How did smokers respond 
to standardised cigarette packaging with new, larger health warnings in the United Kingdom during the 
transition period? A cross-sectional online survey, Addiction Research & Theory, 28:1, 53-61 [last accessed 
16/02/2021]. 



 

 
JTI UK 
Members Hill, Brooklands Road 
Weybridge KT13 0QU 

jti.com/uk 

REVIEW OF PREMISES LICENCE 
11 February 2021 

 

Ahead of the review of the premises licence issued to Mr Bahman Abdul Khaliq Juna 
for the premises trading as Worthing News, 25 Rowlands Road, Worthing BN11 3JJ 
(the “Store”), Gallaher Limited, trading as JTI, offers the following observations. 

The activities reported to have taken place at the Store clearly undermine one of the 
objectives of the Licensing Act 2003, namely “The prevention of crime and disorder”. 

We very much welcome the enforcement action taken by West Sussex Trading 
Standards Service. The valuable work they do in tackling the sale of illegal tobacco, 
despite the financial and resource pressures they face, is vital in safeguarding legitimate 
businesses and consumers. The Intellectual Property Office’s latest reporti on the 
enforcement activity undertaken by Trading Standards departments shows that cigarettes 
and tobacco remain their most investigated product group. 

HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC) estimate that the sale of illegal tobacco products in the 
UK has resulted in a tax revenue loss of more than £47 billion since 2000ii.  HMRC also 
acknowledges that the sale of illegal tobacco “damages legitimate business, undermines 
public health and facilitates the supply of tobacco to young people”.iii 

It has been widely reported that illegal tobacco is linked to other forms of criminality. For 
example, an article in the Chartered Trading Standards Institute’s journaliv stated that “the 
illegal tobacco trade has strong links with organised crime and criminal gangs; many of 
the people smuggling, distributing and selling illegal tobacco are involved in drug dealing, 
money laundering, people trafficking and even terrorism.” 

Therefore, sales of illegal tobacco products through the Store, and other seemingly 
legitimate retail outlets, are a contributing factor to this revenue loss, they damage 
legitimate businesses and encourage wider criminality.  

Therefore, in light of the fiscal scale of the crime and the wider links it has to more serious 
offences, we hope that the Committee will issue the most severe penalty it can by 
revoking the premises licence at this Store and refusing to issue a new licence at the 
address until a true change of ownership can be demonstrated. We also urge the 
Committee to review any other premises licences held by the owners of the business and 
revoke these also. Preventing the sale of alcohol will ensure the business loses a 
valuable revenue stream and footfall driver. 

We also hope that Trading Standards prosecute the retailer under The Tobacco and 
Related Products Regulations 2016 and The Standardised Packaging of Tobacco 
Products Regulations 2015 for selling products that did not have the requisite labelling 
prescribed in the UK. 

Finally, if the Store has a National Lottery terminal the Committee might wish to consider 
writing to Camelot to ask them to suspend or remove it. Camelot have previously taken a 



 

dim view of its products being available in a store where illegal tobacco and/or alcohol 
has been on sale.v 

Taken together, these measures will act as a deterrent to other retailers in the town that 
are trading, or might be tempted to trade, illegally. It also demonstrates that the 
Committee and the Council are firmly on the side of legitimate businesses. 

00 Month 0000 
Location 

 

 

i Trading standards successes. IP crime and enforcement report 2019 to 2020. Intellectual 
Property Office, September 2020  
ii Measuring tax gaps tables. HM Revenue & Customs, July 2020 
iii Tackling illicit tobacco: From leaf to light. The HMRC and Border Force strategy to tackle tobacco 
smuggling. HM Revenue & Customs / Border Force, March 2015 
iv Elite sniffer dog threatened by gangs. Journal of Trading Standards, January 2019 
v Camelot turns off terminal of illicit booze-busted retailer. betterRetailing.com, 20 January 2017  
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